
 

This is a fan-made game for the anime and manga Sword Art Online. It includes over 500 episodes worth of quests, side stories,
and boss battles. Most of these quests are really difficult; they will take you hours to beat even if you follow the walkthroughs!
If you like the show, this game will keep you entertained for hours on end. This game features over 400 quests and 100+
characters from the anime and manga. The main goal is to become a hero and protect the people of the Alfheim Online from
the Abyss. To do so, you must collect Sigils of Corruption, fight bosses, complete side quests, and level up your character. There
are four main categories: *Linkert: The first quest involves collecting canisters of black canister gas and dumping them into a
sewer for Roberta. Once she is done with them, she will give you a key that opens a door leading to an underground fortress
owned by Leviathan where there is a lab where you can meet her son Robert. *New Realm: The first quest involves collecting a
bunch of ingredients using a Dragon's tongue and a wolf's pelt. Once you have all of them, bring them to the old lady who
identified each one. Once you talk to her, she will give you the key that opens a door leading to inside Aincrad. *Kirin: This
quest involves killing Gyze and collecting his equipment as well as defeating the Blue Kirin he summons. *Great Synthesis: You
need to collect five pieces of beast parts and an Abyss Fragment for this mission. After acquiring these materials and talking to
Roberta, she will give you two pieces of equipment and send you on your way. *Elder Tree: This quest involves collecting a
piece of Sylph's hair and a piece of leaf for this mission. Once you have all of them, bring them to the elder tree after spawning
it from the leaves near Aincrad. *The Death Crow: You need to collect a few items that can be obtained from killing crows.
Once you have everything, talk to Roberta who will teleport you into Alfheim Online, where you will find a crow who gives you
a key for this quest. *The Blue Door: This quest requires meeting Gustav in the nearest town and defeating him to find out
where he is guarding something important. After finding him, defeat him then talk to him. *Alfheim: This quest involves
talking to the old lady who gave you the key to enter Alfheim after obtaining it from Roberta. Within this world are lots of
people who will ask you questions about Sword Art Online. *Gustav's Dungeon: This quest involves defeating Gustave and his
numerous henchmen. You must have a lot of vitality points so you can withstand the attacks of his monsters. Once you have
defeated Gustav, talk to his daughter Isana to claim your reward.
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